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Neural networks have become a corner stone of artificial intelligence. Once a task is defined, a
neural network needs to undergo a training phase in order to calibrate the network parameters.
On a classical computer, the number of training cycles is strongly correlated with the amount
of parameters in the neural network, making an optimization of the parameters computationally
expensive. Here, we propose the a fully quantum training protocol for quantum binary neurons.
We show that for special cases this protocol yields a quadratic advantage over commonly used
classical training methods, and numerics suggests that this advantage is generic for most instances.
The source of this advantage is the possibility to run training cycles in a quantum superposition.
Further, we present an extension of the training of single quantum binary neurons to feedforward
binary neural networks.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since their proposal in the 1940s [1], Neural networks
(NNs) have been proven immensely successful for a wide
variety of tasks, notably including pattern recognition
[2, 3], language processing [4, 5], medicine and pharma-
ceutics [6–9], and finance [10]. The basic idea of NNs is
to use elementary computational units, called neurons,
to span a network mimicking the human brain. Due to
this analogy, neural nets are widely used in the field of
artificial intelligence [11–13].
Computers were originally designed to process infor-
mation according to a pre-defined algorithm. In contrast,
NNs are able to learn how to process data themselves.
This learning mechanism is refered as a training, during
which parameters in the network are calibrated through
good sets of training data. As the number of param-
eters is typically large, the training phase suffers from
long run-times [14] and consumes large amounts of mem-
ory [15, 16]. Recently, simplified models such as binary
neural networks (BNNs) [17] were introduced to resolve
the performance problem. Yet, the performance prob-
lem in the processing time still exhausts large amounts
of computational resources.
A novel approach to NNs is based on quantum tech-
nology, which has been shown to achieve performances
beyond the possible of current classical implementa-
tions [18–21]. These so-called quantum neural networks
(QNNs) strive not only for a more efficient learning rou-
tine [22], but also for learning [23, 24] and identifying
new quantum protocols [25].
While the information is encoded in quantum systems,
the training in recent proposals has remained classical.
An appealing possibility is that quantum effects, such as
superpositions and entanglement, can also improve the
efficiency of trainings. The question for a quantum ad-
vantage is of substantial importance for the performance
of neural networks, especially for complex tasks for which
networks with large amounts of neurons are typically
used.
In this work we propose the to our knowledge first
fully quantum training protocol for binary neural net-
works. The protocol uses a generalization of Grover’s
search algorithm as a subroutine to find the optimal sys-
tem parameters. The basic idea of the protocol is to run
multiple training cycles in a quantum superposition. We
show that this leads to a provably quadratic advantage
over classical training algorithms for special instances.
Strikingly, it turns out that numerics suggest this advan-
tage to be generic for most cases.
The Letter is structured as follows. After a brief in-
troduction to BNNs and Grover’s search algorithm, we
study a quantum extension of a binary neuron introduced
in [25]. Then, the fully quantum training protocol is pre-
sented. Finally, an analysis of the performance in com-
parison to classical binary neurons is given and an exten-
sion from single neurons to feedforward quantum BNNs
suggested.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The quantum extension of the classical binary neural
network requires the knowledge of classical binary neural
networks and Grover’s search algorithm. Here, we give a
technical introductory section is to give a brief overview
of these two concepts.
2.1 Classical feedforward binary neural networks
Artificial neural networks (NNs) is a computational
framework used to process data without pre-defining an
algorithm. The task specific algorithm is constructed
from the input data alone, which allows NNs to oper-
ate universally, up to restrictions due to the architecture
of the NN. The construction of the algorithm is based on
examples, often referred to as training data. The basic
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2building block of an NN, the neuron, is constructed in
correspondence with the biological neuron in the human
brain. Roughly speaking, a neuron acts as a computa-
tional cell by receiving a inputs and processing them ac-
cording to a pre-set rule. Then, the output is forwarded
to the connected neurons. Modelling the structure as a
graph, the edge between two neurons carries a weight w,
which describes the importance of the connection. We fo-
cus in this Letter on feedforward NNs (FNNs), for which
the neurons are grouped into sequential layers. Every
neuron in layer r shares an edge to every neuron in layer
r−1 and r+1, while the neurons within a layer or across
neighbouring layers do not interact (see Fig. 1). The first
layer obtains a set of inputs, processes it and forwards it
to the next layer. The cascade of computations termi-
nates when the last layer yields the final output. Note,
that the amount of neurons and the processing operation
in a neuron can be different in each layer.
in1 = a1 N1 a′1 = out1
in2 = a2 N2 a′2 = out2
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
w7
w8
FIG. 1. Simple instance of a FNN: the inputs a1, a2 are
forwarded to the neurons N1, N2, which process them and
combine their outputs to a′1, a
′
2. Each of the three layers is
connected with edges carrying weights w ∈ {wi}8i=1.
The impressive capability of NNs to learn certain tasks
like pattern recognition [2, 3] and classification [26] comes
with a high computational cost. There are several rea-
sons for this. First of all, the inputs to a neuron and
weights w can be arbitrary real numbers. Second, the
processing in a neuron implements an arbitrary function
f based on the operations “addition”, “subtraction” and
“multiplication”. Only recently, Bengio et al [17] pro-
posed with binary neural networks (BNNs) a simplified
version of NNs, which can process data faster and with
fewer resources than for NNs with continuous parame-
ters. In particular, BNNs limit the outputs of the neuron
and the weights to be bits b ∈ {1,−1}. In addition, the
operations in a neuron is restricted to two operations: ap-
plying the XNOR gate, which is only one if both inputs to
the gate are zero, and counting the bits with a bitcount
operation.
A typical processing f is given by the sign function,
acting on an input x as
f(x) =
{
+1 if x ≥ 0
−1 if x < 0 .
As input values below a certain threshold yield the same
constant value, while inputs above the threshold “acti-
vate” the neuron to the value +1, such a processing is
called activation function.
Remarkably, despite the strong nature of the simpli-
fications the accuracy of BNNs has been shown to be
similar to NNs [17].
Training a NN: gradient descent and backpropagation
During the training phase of an NN, a set of dummy
input data with known outputs is sent through the NN
and the outputs a′ are compared to the desired outputs
a∗. The weights w in the NN are refined according to the
deviation of the output from the ideal ones. To quantify
the deviation, a task-specific cost function C(a′, a∗) is
defined. A widely used approach is to approach the min-
imum cost through the method of gradient descent, which
updates the weight wij between neuron i and neuron j
from the t-th iteration of the NN to the next one as
wij(t+ 1) = wij(t) + η
∂C
∂wij
. (1)
Here, η is a constant, usually referred to as the learning
rate.
The direct evaluation of the term ∂C/∂wij is com-
putationally expensive: even for BNNs the gradient of
the cost function is in general real-valued. A frequently
used method is backpropagation, which approximates the
derivative by evaluating a sequence of local computa-
tions. On a high level, the chain rule for derivatives
allows to rewrite
∂C
∂wij
=
∂C
∂o(n)
∂o(n)
∂i(n)
∂i(n)
∂o(n−1)
. . .
∂i(m)
∂wij
, (2)
where where we defined o(n) = {o(n)j } as the set of all
outputs of the neurons in the n-th layer, and i(n) = {i(n)i }
as the corresponding set of inputs. Then, each term can
be evaluated locally. The multiplication finally yields an
approximation of the partial derivative in Eq. (1). This
concept can be applied to arbitrary NNs, as long as the
processing f of each neuron is differentiable.
2.2 Grover’s search algorithm
For an unsorted list of length N , identifying the index
of an element requires O(N) computational steps for the
best known classical algorithms. If quantum effects are
allowed for, only O(
√
N) steps are needed. This is the
result of the famous search algorithm proposed by Grover
[19], who proved a speedup by running multiple tests
in parallel by initializing items of a list in a quantum
superposition.
3Let us encode the items of a list into quantum
states |0〉, |1〉, . . . , |N − 1〉. Furthermore, let |ω〉 ∈
{|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |N − 1〉} be the state corresponding to the
index of the search query. The algorithm then proceeds
as follows:
• Initialize the register in the superposition
{|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |N − 1〉} 7→ |X〉 = 1√
N
N−1∑
x=0
|x〉
• For O(√N) times, repeat:
1. Apply the quantum oracle Λ
2. Apply the diffusion transform D
• Apply the measurement Ω to the register
The quantum oracle Λ flips the sign of the state |x〉 in
the superposition if it coincides with the correct index ω,
and does nothing otherwise. The action of the diffusion
operator D is described by the matrix with entries
Di,j =
{
2/N if i 6= j
2/N − 1 if i = j . (3)
The diffusion operator amplifies the predicted list in-
dex x∗, such that the concluding measurement Ω yields
the outcome x∗ = ω with high probability. A general-
ization of Grover’s search is used later to identify the
optimal set of weights in a quantum BNN.
3. QUANTUM BINARY NEURONS AND
QUANTUM TRAINING
In the following, we propose a novel training protocol
utilizing quantum effects. More precisely, applying the
superposition principle to the network parameters allows
to parallelize multiple training cycles.
3.1 Design of a quantum binary neuron
A classical binary neuron (CBN) implements a non-
linear function, which takes a set of input values and
produces a single output. Quantum mechanics, on the
contrary, is a linear and reversible theory. Following the
recent proposal of Ref. [25], we present an extension of
CBNs, which is compatible with quantum theory and
includes CBNs as a special case.
Finding a reversible extension: Let us consider the
elementary instance of a classical neuron depicted in
Fig. 2.
a1
w1
a2
w2
XNOR
XNOR
s1
s2
bit−
count s sign(s) = a
′
FIG. 2. Functioning of a CBN: an XNOR operation multiplies
the inputs a1, a2 with the corresponding weights w1, w2. The
results s1 = w1a1, s2 = w2a2 are forwarded to the bitcount,
which outputs s = s1 + s2. Finally, the sign function deter-
mines the activation of the neuron.
The neuron takes two inputs a1 and a2 and has weights
w1 and w2 on the edges. An XNOR gate multiplies the in-
puts with the weights, and the operation bitcount sums
the results to the value s = w1a1 + w2a2. Finally, the
function f(s) determines the activation value a′ of the
neuron. Now, we introduce ancillary inputs and outputs
for each operation in the CBN, such that the number
of inputs coincides with the number of outputs. These
ancillas carry the output values of the operations, while
the inputs are preserved. This yields a reversible embed-
ding UXNOR of XNOR and Ubit+ of bitcount, see Fig. 3.
Here, Ubit+ includes both the bitsum operation and the
activation through the sign function.
a1
w1
a2
w2
UXNOR
UXNOR
s1
s2
0
Ubit+
a′
FIG. 3. Reversible embedding of CBN: the gate UXNOR takes
an input-weight pair (ai, wi) and encodes their multiplication
value in the ancillary output si, with i ∈ {1, 2}. On the
second output, either ai or wi is forwarded, making the full
operation reversible. The gate Ubit+ takes the inputs s1, s2
and the ancilla 0 and encodes the activation sign(s) in the
output a′, while preserving s1 and s2.
The basic operations in a QBN: in order to find
a quantum circuit implementation of a QBN, we reduce
the operations UXNOR and Ubit+ to quantum gates.
The multiplication operation can be achieved by com-
bining a NOT gate on each input |ai〉, controlled by the
state of the corresponding weight |wi〉, i ∈ {1, 2} (see
Fig. 4).
It can be easily seen from the truth table of the XNOR
and CNOT gate that the operations indeed coincide, if
the following change of basis is made: we shift the bits
as 1 → 0 and 0 → 1. The gate Ubit+ is realized by the
Toffoli gate [27] on the three input qubits.
4|a1〉
|w1〉
|a2〉
|w2〉
CNOT
CNOT
|s1〉
|s2〉
|0〉
Ubit+
|a′〉
FIG. 4. Functioning of QBN: the input data is encoded into
quantum states. The multiplication succeeds by the CNOT
gate and outputs the states |s1〉, |s2〉. Finally, the Toffoli gate
executes Ubit+, leading to the output state |a′〉.
3.2 The quantum training protocol
All proposals of quantum neural networks were accom-
panied to our knowledge with a fully classical [28, 29]
or semi-classical [23] training phase. As the training is
a determining factor of the over-all performance of the
network, it is highly desirable to find more cost efficient
ways for training the network.
Here, we propose the to our knowledge first fully
quantum training protocol for QBNs. We restrict the
training to a single neuron and discuss the extension to
networks later.
Marking the target weights: The first subrou-
tine marks good weights w∗1 , w
∗
2 , . . . , w
∗
k from the set of
all weights. This is done similarly to Grover’s algorithm,
where the oracle Λ marks good indexes by flipping their
sign.
In the following, we discuss the marking subroutine
step by step and refer to Fig. 5.
∑
i |wi〉
|a〉
|0〉
|a∗〉
U
Λ
U−1
∑
i e
i∆θλ(ai,a
∗) |wi〉
|a〉
|0〉
|a∗〉
FIG. 5. Marking of the target weights: the action U of the
QBN acts on the input |a〉, ancilla |0〉 and coherent weight
state |W 〉. The output |a′〉 is compared to the optimal out |a∗〉
by the oracle Λ. To decouple the weights, an uncomputation
U−1 is applied. This gives the weighted vector |W ′〉.
Step 1: initialize all N weights {wi} in a coherent su-
perposition |W 〉 = 1/√N∑i |wi〉. This yields the total
initial state
|In1〉 = |W 〉|a〉|a∗〉|0〉 , (4)
where |a∗〉 is the desired output state and |0〉 is an an-
cillary qubit. Due to this superposition, all weight states
act simultaneously on the input |a〉. Afterwards, the
QBN acts on |W 〉, the input |a〉 and an ancilla |0〉, yield-
ing the output |a′〉. The overall state then reads
|Out1〉 =
∑
i
|wi, ai, a′〉|a∗〉 , (5)
where the QBN transforms the input |a〉 into |ai〉 if the
control state is |wi〉. Note that the systems in Eq. (5)
are entangled.
Step 2: call the oracle Λ to compare the output |a′〉
with the desired output |a∗〉. If the two states coincide
then Λ adds a small phase ∆θ to |a′〉. This leads to
|Out2〉 = 1√
N
∑
i
|wi, ai, a′〉ei∆θλ(a′,a∗)|a∗〉 , (6)
where λ(a′, a∗) = 1 if the oracle was successful and
zero otherwise.
Step 3: decouple the weights. By reversing the unitary
action U of the QBN, the weights get decoupled and are
in the state
|W ′〉 = 1√
N
∑
i
ei∆θλ(a
′,a∗)|wi〉 . (7)
Step 4: accumulation of phases. The state |W ′〉 is used
as the initial weight state for a new round of marking
with a new set of input data. By repeating Step 1 - 3
for n times, the small phases add up for the elements.
The phases ∆θ are chosen such that n∆θ = pi. Hence,
the most frequently marked weights are closest to a pre-
factor of -1.
While in Grover’s search the oracle contributes an
exact sign flip to good items, the pre-factors obtained
after the marking subroutine introduced above are
generally different from ±1. More precisely, for n
rounds of marking, the quality of each weight string is
quantified on a fine grained scale from 0 to n. This way,
differences among good weight strings bad weight strings
are accounted for. A binary sign flip as in Grover’s
search, on the contrary, does not make any statement
about how good the good weights and how bad the bad
weights are. For this reason, it is easy to find examples
where Grover’s search for optimal weights fails, whereas
the generalized phase approach always succeeds.
Amplitude amplification of the target weights:
to increase the chance of picking the optimal weights,
we amplify the pre-factors of the target weights. To
this purpose, we use the diffusion operator D defined in
Eq. (3).
More precisely, after each cycle consisting of n
marking iterations the diffusion matrix D is applied
to the output state of the weights. Hence, after m
rounds of amplification the state of the weights is given
5by (DM)m|W 〉, where M denotes the action of a full
marking cycle on the state of the weights. Supported
by numerical evidence, the protocol reaches the optimal
amplification after m =
√
Npi/4 rounds, in agreement
with the optimal number of amplifications in Grover’s
search. In Fig. 6 we present an example of the quantum
circuit for a single neuron.
FIG. 6. Quantum circuit for the training of one neuron: the
input qubits (from top to bottom) are |w1〉 , |a1〉 , |w2〉, |a2〉,
ancilla qubit |0〉, and |a∗〉. In the first step, Hadamard gates
are applied to |w1〉 and |w2〉, creating a coherent superpo-
sition of two weights for both |w1〉 and |w1〉. In step two
and three, the circuit depicts the unitary actions of the neu-
rons. After the oracle Λ is called, in step five and six the
uncomputation of the neurons is performed. The full action
of step two to six is denoted by the gate N . New input data
is initialized in the circuit by applying X gates on |a1〉, |a2〉,
|a∗〉 (we use ⊕ to denote X gate), and N is applied after
for each new input. In this example we are using a training
set {(a1, a2, a∗)} = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)}. After
the phase accumulation of all the training data, the diffusion
transform D is applied on the two weight qubits (after a swap
gate) to amplify the amplitude of the optimal weight string.
Note that only a single amplification is necessary, as we have
four possible choices of weights, and by Grover’s search the
optimal number of amplifications is given by
√
4pi/4. Finally,
measurements are performed to read out the probabilities of
weight strings.
3.3 Performance
One way to quantify the time requirement for training
is to count the number of calls to the neuron/neural net.
Additionally, the number of calls to the oracle in our
algorithm should also be included in the count. Each
such call involves passing a quantum object through a
circuit. The probability of a system being lost, or the
amount of noise more generally, will often scale as the
number of calls. Moreover, the cost to experimenters is
often the amount of time the experiment takes, which
may also scale as the number of calls.
In the quantum training presented above there are two
separate contributions to the number of calls: (i) for each
input i there is a call to the neuron, with a total number
of Ni calls, and (ii) the Grover-like search protocol on the
weight state is expected to take a number of calls scaling
as the
√
Nw, with Nw the number of weight states (for
t weights there are 2t weight states). Thus the total
number of calls is expected to be Ni ×
√
Nw.
For a comparable classical training, we consider search-
ing an unstructured list, the list being that of weight
state, input pairs with assignment of a cost value to
each of these pairs. Comparing it to searching a struc-
tured list, e.g. via gradient descent, appears unfair as
the Grover search can handle unstructured lists. Such a
classical search amounts to searching a list of size NiNw
which requires checking either all or some fraction of the
entries in the list, depending on one’s error tolerance.
In our set-up each evaluation of the list corresponds to
jointly inserting a given input and weight state.
Because of the design of the neural net, each layer has
at least as many weights as inputs. If all the neurons
are connected to the each neuron in the next layer, we
have N2i weights per layer and LN
2
i weights in total, for
L layers. Then the quantum training is proportional to
Ni steps and the classical training to N
3
i steps. This
polynomial speed-up can be significant in terms of real
run-time. Compare for example 103s (approx. 17min-
utes) with 106s (278hrs).
Note, that classically testing all possible weight strings
yields the optimal string at the end of the training. In
the quantum protocol, the outcome of the final measure-
ment on the amplified weight states depends on the set of
training data. For the special case where a small amount
of weight strings get marked in every round (correspond-
ing to a pre-factor of -1) and the remaining strings are
not called (corresponding to a pre-factor of 1) we retrieve
Grover’s search. Hence, in these situations, the advan-
tage is exactly the one described above.
Intriguingly, numerics showed the same quantum ad-
vantage for all instances in which most weight strings
have less than N/2 phase counts. This yields the conjec-
ture that for all these cases we have the same quantum
advantage as Grover’s search on the special instances dis-
cussed above. On the other hand, Grover is known to fail
when the number of good weights is equal or larger than
half of the number total weight strings. We observe the
same behaviour for our phase accumulation approach.
4. GENERALIZATION TO QUANTUM FBNNS
So far, the training of a single QBN was studied. Here,
an extension to quantum FBNNs is suggested. Instead
of identifying the optimal weights for the inputs of a
single neuron the goal is to find the optimal string of
weights ` = w˜1w˜2 . . . w˜j for each link among two neurons
in the network. It is apparent that the design of quantum
FBNNs is more subtle. While in FBNNs the output of
a neuron is copied and forwarded to every input of the
6next layer, this is not possible in the quantum case due
to the no-cloning theorem [30]. Instead, a so-called fan-
out operation is used which creates imperfect copies of
the output state [25]. Clearly, the quality of the copies
decreases with the their number. One option of such a
fan-out operation is the CNOT gate, which creates a sin-
gle perfect copy if the input state is either |0〉 or |1〉, and
copies parts of the information otherwise.
For a classical FBNN, there are 2j different choices
of `. Hence, testing all of them for optimality becomes
infeasible very quickly. Using the proposed quantum
training, it is sufficient to initialize a single superposi-
tion of all weight states, as |W 〉 = 1/
√
2j
∑
a |a〉, where
a = a1, a2, . . . , aj . The oracle Λ then acts as
Λ(a′, a∗) =
{
ei∆θ if a′ = a∗
1 else .
(8)
A final j-outcome measurement Ω outputs the optimal
weights after the marking and amplification subroutines.
The single neuron training method of Fig. 5 works also
for this network design, with the unitaries U replaced by
the total network unitary. In Appendix we discuss one
example of QBNN training.
5. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this Letter we presented the to our knowledge first
fully quantum training protocol for quantum binary neu-
ral networks. Different from other proposals, the protocol
quantizes both the training data and the weights of the
network. It was shown that this extension to the quan-
tum domain yields in most cases to a quadratic speedup
over classical protocols by running multiple trainings in a
quantum superposition. While the training method was
analyzed for single quantum binary neurons, an extension
to quantum feedforward neural networks was suggested.
This novel approach opens drastically new possibilities,
for example increasing the training data set or the size
of the neural networks to improve the performance.
Several questions arise from our work. The generalised
Grover search algorithm deserves further analysis as to
performance in the general cases where it is not identi-
cal to Grover. As for these cases numerics strongly hint
at the same advantage as for the Grover case, a deeper
understanding of the training performance is an impor-
tant direction of research. It is also necessary to consider
searches of structured lists, possibly using the tools of
quantum random walks to replace Grover’s search with
alternative algorithms for that case. Furthermore, ex-
perimental implementations in quantum computing type
set-ups and optimization of the scheme in terms of ex-
perimental realizability sound appealing. Finally it is im-
portant to identify in which useful real-world tasks this
training speed advantage can be best put to use.
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Appendix: quantum circuit for QBNN training
Here we present one example of a quantum circuit for QBNN training. Specifically, we look at the quantum instance
of the following classical neural network
in1 = a1 N1
in2 = a2 N2
a′ = out
w1
w2
w3
w4
w5
w6
FIG. 7. Example of classical neural network: the inputs a1, a2 are forwarded to the neurons N1, N2, which process them and
combine their outputs to a′. Each of the three layers is connected with edges carrying weights w ∈ {wi}6i=1.
The quantum circuit of the corresponding QBNN looks as follows
FIG. 8.
The circuit takes the inputs |0〉⊗14, which correspond to (from top to bottom) |w1〉 , |a1〉 , |w2〉 , |a2〉, ancilla qubit
|0〉 , |w3〉 , |a1〉 , |w4〉 , |a2〉, ancilla qubit |0〉 , |w5〉 , ancilla qubit |0〉 , |w6〉, and |a∗〉. In step 1, Hadamard gates are
applied to the states |w1〉 − |w6〉 to create the coherent superposition of weights (|0〉+ |1〉)/
√
2 for every weight state
|w1 > |w2〉, . . . , |w6〉. Then, in step 2-6 the circuit depicts the unitary action of the neurons, followed by a swap
operation in step 7. Then, in step 8 the oracle Λ is called, adding a phase if the state of the system coincides with
the desired output a∗, as in Eq. (8). Then, step 9-14 is the uncomputation of the action of the neurons.
The full action of the steps 2-14 is thereafter denoted by the gate NN . In order to initialize new input data, bit
flips (denoted as ⊕ in the circuit) are applied on the input wires. More precisely, in the example shown in Fig. 8, the
bit flips between the unitaries NN creates the input training set {(a1, a2, a∗)} = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1)}.
8In total, this gives four rounds of phase accumulation. Then, the block consisting of the sequece H-⊕-controlled
Z-⊕-H implements the diffusion matrix D from Eq. (3) on the six weight qubits, amplifying the amplitudes of the
good weight strings.
All the steps above (from step 1 onwards) are denoted by the gate U . Next, the amplitude amplification subroutine
repeats U for pi4
√
N ≈ 7 times. Finally, measurements on the weight states yield with high probability the optimal
choices of weights for the network, by picking the weights which turn out to be best for the largest amount of inputs.
